
Quiz Time!
Round Three

1. Recycled cans are used to make items made from?
A. Paper 
B. Plastic
C. Metal

2. What bin does a tea bag go into?
A. General waste bin
B. Organic bin 
C. Recycling bin

5. Where should you put chewing gum when finished?
A. General waste bin
B. Recycling bin
C. Organic bin

4. How can you reduce waste when having a party?
A. Use disposable plates, cups, and utensils
B. Serve snacks in reusable containers + use cloth napkins
C. Throw everything away after the party

5. Which of these should NOT be put in the recycling bin?
A. Cardboard boxes
B. Empty aluminium cans 
C. Old batteries

Round Two

1. Which of these are the most difficult to recycle?
A. A cardboard box 
B. A plastic container 
C. A container made of plastic and aluminium

2. What does the greenhouse effect do?
A. Makes plants green 
B. Makes people want to build greenhouses 
C. Produces extreme weather conditions, like storms & hot
weather 

3. How can you use less water?
A. There’s no shortage of water where I live, I can use as
much as I like 
B. By taking a shower rather than a bath 
C. Taking ice cubes out of the fridge & melting them 

4. What can you do with your old clothes?
A. Take them to the recycling centre or charity shop so
they can be reused for people in need 
B. Throw them in the waste bin 
C. Take them back to the shop where you bought them &
ask the sales staff to dispose of them for you 

5. To transform one object to create another one is called:
A. Recycle 
B. Reduce 
C. Reuse

Round One

1. What is the best thing to do with old newspapers?
A. Read them and then throw them in the waste bin
 

B. Do something fun with them, like make paper
boats, or throw them in the bin for paper recycling 
C. Nothing, the newspaper is really boring 

2. Which of these 3 products is biodegradable?
A. Aluminium Can 
B. Plastic Bag 

C. Apple 

3. What is the first step in recycling waste?
A. Sort the waste at the Recycling Plant 

B. Sort the waste at home 
C. Deposit all the waste in your neighbour’s garden 

4. What is the best thing to do with waste?

A. Take it to recycling centres where different things
(plastic, paper, glass) go into different containers &
then sent away to be made into new things 
B. Get rid of it as fast as possible, because otherwise
it smells bad 
C. Throw it off a cliff far away from town 

5. What should you do with old batteries?
A. Just throw them in the waste bin 
B. Throw them in a special container that is for old
batteries 
C. Throw them anywhere outside, where no one can
see them 

 Have fun while you learn with our educational quiz.
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